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Territory Acknowledgement - NU 

We acknowledge that the Making Research Accessible initiative’s work  happens on the unceded, traditional, and 
continually occupied territory of the xʷməθkwəy̓əm (Musqueam), Skwxwú7mesh (Squamish), and Səl̓ílwətaɬ 
(Tsleil-Waututh) peoples. 

This portal is part of our ongoing commitment to changing the negative impacts of extractive ways of doing research 
and encouraging a more engaged and collaborative culture of knowledge exchange. 

 



Territory Acknowledgement - NU

sʔi:ɬqəy̓ qeqən (Double-Headed Serpent Post) 

Brent Sparrow Jr., Musqueam (2016)



Find all of the resources mentioned in 
this session, and leave any questions 
you have, here.

https://padlet.com/shannonmurray5/w6atct27irlw9xp6


Draw the Argument

Taking a cue from "sketchnoting" or graphic 
notetaking:  

1. Think of an argumentative piece you've 
read recently (article, essay, op-ed, 
tweet thread, etc.) 

2. Take out a piece of paper and try to 
draw the argument: summarize the 
piece visually.

 

From: Agerbeck, B., Bird, K., Bradd, S., & Shepherd, 
J.,  Eds.  (2016). Drawn together through visual 
practice. Visual Practice Publishing.



Case Study: MRAi and ASTU 100

● Community priority to address extractive research practices in the 
DTES 

● MRAi Partnership formed to investigate and respond 
● DTES Research Access Portal created as a resource to address this 
● Open Access is not enough 
● Collaboration with ASTU 100 instructors is one way we are advancing 

more accessible forms of knowledge exchange



Case Study: MRAi and ASTU 100

 

 

 

 



Case study results and use

● Over three years, 269 students created 55 infographics. 17 were published on the 

DTES RAP

● Infographics have been downloaded 1001 times as of Nov 2022

● Community focus groups conducted by Shannon confirmed value and sharpened our 

toolkit

● Popular at outreach events in the community, such as pop up libraries

● Being used as part of a Knowledge Cafe program at the LE to facilitate conversations 

about research



Case Study: MRAi and ASTU 100

What we’ve learnt:

● First-year students as “apprentice researchers”: they appear to excel as scholarly interlocutors
● Students demonstrate impressive digital facility 
● Project offers students an authentic writing situation as well as a publication opportunity (rare at 

the undergraduate level)

● Participate in meaningful research advocacy and knowledge mobilization
● CEL project allows students to work with an over-researched community without adding further 

burden to DTES residents



The Public Humanities Hub Perspective



Let’s explore!

https://sites.google.com/view/infographicstoolkit/home?pli=1


Student-created infographics

Item record on the RAP

Infographic hosted by cIRcle



Questions 
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